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BY NATASHA CHALENKO

Music and fashion have always been intimately connected, drawing off one other’s creativity and innovation.
Two of my favorite music-inspired style trends — Electro Glam and Beatnik Cool — are strongly represented
in the upcoming fall season. Both trace their roots back to the new and hip cultural moments of their eras
(the mid- and late-20th centuries), and project different vibes. The genius of it all that you can easily
transform from one look to another with just a quick switch of accessories.

Electro Glam

The season’s best collections are
influenced by electronic dance rock of
the late 1980s and early 90s, the time
when Depeche Mode ushered in the
era of sensuously dark and mysteriously
somber style, both in music and fashion.
All-black: leather jackets, skinny jeans
and statement shoes, with slightly punkish
metal-accented accessories. Unknowingly
the band created one of the sharpest and
most versatile fashion directions
While San Francisco’s summer fog confounds newcomers, local photographer
that stays relevant to this
Fred Lyon embraces it. The fog, more recently known as “Karl,” stars in many
day. Create a modern,
of the native’s iconic images of 20th-century San Francisco. The nonagenarian
rock-chic edge business
first wielded his camera in Washington, DC, and New York before returning
outfit by accessorizing
home in 1946. Impressed by Lyon’s portfolio, which included snapshots of
a no-frills black top
and pencil skirt with
high-profile places from the White House to top fashion houses, prestigious
a distinct bracelet,
East Coast magazines offered him assignments in the Bay Area. During the
pair of bucklegolden age of photojournalism, Lyon showcased SF in silvered shades of black
detail stilettos and
and white.
monochromatic
Post-World War II, the city reflected the activities and dreams of its
black sunglasses.
When
the SF
inhabitants, from high-society debutantes to blue-collar workers. Lyon told
Museum of Art
their stories against the mercurial backdrop of the fog. As he wandered the
presented Lyon's
urban landscape, his lens lingered on the city’s haunting beauty with its
work in 1949, he
culturally diverse neighborhoods, dynamic downtown and vibrant art scene.
Saint Laurent,
Often compared to French street photographer Brassaï, “The Eye of Paris,”
responded:
110 Geary"It
Street,
San
Francisco,
Lyon is “The Eye of San Francisco.” Here, he shares some of his foggy favorites.
wasn't the thrill
415-765-0975,
I'd ysl.com.
expected.
To view more of Lyon's oeuvre, check out his two books, San Francisco, Portrait
I'd seen all the
of a City: 1940—1960 and San Francisco Noir, each published by Princeton
pictures before."
Architectural Press.

Hermès Kelly Bracelet in Black,
$540; hermes.com.

Victoria Beckham Layered Cat
Sunglasses in Black, $500;
victoriabeckham.com.

Gianvito Rossi
Clash Stiletto
in Black, $1,195;
gianvitorossi.
com.

Couple in the Fog, Land’s End above Sutro Bath,1953

Before its personification as Karl the Fog, San Francisco’s temperamental
weather played the lead in Lyon’s work. For one story, a New York editor
insisted on an overcast nocturnal shot. The photographer replied: “You cannot
queue the fog here, we haven’t had a foggy night.” At the time, Lyon lived in
Sausalito with his wife, Anne, a former Avedon model. Their landlord invited
them upstairs for evening cocktails. Gazing out the window, Lyon saw fingers
of fog reaching out through the Golden Gate. Grabbing his camera and the
reluctant couple, he raced to Land’s End and snapped this evocative photo.
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Beatnik Cool

Another prominent trend takes us on
a more lighthearted and nonchalant
style journey inspired by the 1950s
and ‘60s Beat subculture, with its
modern jazz music, nonconformist
lifestyle and anti-materialistic fashion
sense. A simple black turtleneck was
introduced into the mainstream by
the Beatnik movement and became
the most universal fashion symbol
of understated elegance. Channel
your present-day artistic
self-expression by wearing
a luxuriously soft sea captain style cap, throw an
easygoing messenger bag
over your shoulder and
compliment your beauty look with carefree
glossy tresses.

CHANEL,
156 Geary Street,
San Francisco,
415-981-1550,
chanel.com.

Sisley-Paris Hair Rituel Precious
Hair Care Oil Glossiness and
Nutrition, $100; sisley-paris.com.

Chanel Cap in Ecru/Grey/Navy
Tweed, $1,300; 156 Geary Street,
San Francisco, 415-981-1550.

The Row Sideby
Pebbled Calfskin
Bag in Black,
$2,600;
The Huntington Hotel from Cathedral
Park, 1958
neimanmarcus.
Like photographer Brassaï, who roamed Parisian
streets
at night, Lyon
com.
scouted nocturnal San Francisco. Visiting Nob Hill, he recorded its
historic hotels, where the ghosts of railroad tycoons lingered. In Lyon’s
photo of the Huntington Hotel, he captured the brick building in shades of
gray. Viewed at night from the park, the Huntington’s lit windows pierce
through the fog, creating an asymmetrical pattern. The image documents
Lyon’s lifelong love affair with the city. “San Francisco has always been
good to me,” he says. “It presents its many faces to the eye, and thus to
myriad lenses.”

